NON-RATED WITH SQUARE PROFILE

EGGERS STILE & RAIL COLLECTION

FACE SIDE = NARROW SIDE = OUTSIDE (LHR/RHR)

BACK SIDE = WIDE SIDE = INSIDE (LHR/RHR)

FACE SIDE = WIDE SIDE = OUTSIDE (LHR/RHR)

BACK SIDE = NARROW SIDE = INSIDE (LHR/RHR)
NON-RATED WITH SQUARE PROFILE

EGGERS STILE & RAIL COLLECTION

FACE DIMENSION

INSIDE

1\(\frac{3}{4}\)"

\(\frac{1}{2}\)"

\(\frac{1}{2}\)"

BEAD

7\(\frac{7}{8}\)"

\(\frac{9}{16}\)"

GLASS OFFSET

OUTSIDE

1"

1"

1/4"

1/2"

1/2"

BEAD

7\(\frac{7}{8}\)"

\(\frac{9}{16}\)"

1/4"

1/2"
NON-RATED WITH SQUARE PROFILE

EGGERS STILE & RAIL COLLECTION

Non-Rated Tongue and Lap/Square Profile Sash Door Detail

No. 731-08-09

Non-Rated with Square Profile